
Mr. Chili 

Working as a full time server at a local steakhouse, Ryan paid one of 
his coworkers to draw up a mascot for his recently popularized Reef 

Chili coral food. Mr. Chili was born and that iconic orange polyp bathing 
in a bowl of chili soon adorned bottles of Reef Chili across the USA.

2005

Maxi-Jet Mods

On the heels of Reef Chili’s success, Ryan developed modification 
kits for the popular Maxi-Jet Powerheads, turning them into 
affordable wideflow propellar style pumps. Mjmods.com was the 
second successful website for Ryan which also sparked 
something in Ryan that would soon become a theme throughout 
the entire history of BRS, solving problems for hobbyists.  

2006

TwoPartSolution.com

On a mission to solve everyday problems for reef aquarists, Ryan 
and his new partner Andrew Duneman teamed up to source the 

highest-purity raw materials for a popular two-part additive recipe 
used to supplement reef aquaria. TwoPartSolution.com was the 
outlet for bulk and pre-portioned dry additives that were better 

quality, more affordable, and easier to use than anything else on 
the market.

2007

BulkReefSupply.com

An interesting fact about the early days of BRS was that many of 
the first products on our website were requested and even sourced 
by our customers. Customers would call making requests to carry 
certain bulk materials and various products that could not be easily 
obtained without buying in substantial quantities. Ryan would set 
out on a mission to source those items and package them in a way 
that made sense to a single consumer. This was the beginning of 
BulkReefSupply.com and ultimately led to the wide selection of 
saltwater aquarium equipment we carry today.  

2008

Bulk Reef Supply Products

While our name suggests value, we believe that it's our 
dedication to helping hobbyists succeed that really strikes a 
chord with our customers. It is this desire that has driven our 
private label products since day one. From building our own 
RO/DI systems in house to provide a level of quality we could not 
find elsewhere to sourcing the absolute highest quality filter 
media and additives. To this day, Bulk Reef Supply products 
represent an uncompromised level of quality and value.

BRStv is born

DIY two part solution was not an original idea but the difference 
was Ryan made an effort to teach hobbyists how to mix and dose 
the solutions properly which produced incredible results in reefs  

aquariums across the country. The first YouTube video about 
mixing and dosing Two Part Solution was uploaded to YouTube in 

November, 2008 .

2008

2010

Popular YouTube Series

Becoming a thought leader in the reef aquarium space doesn't 
happen by accident and the rise in popularity of BRStv can be 
credited to video series like the Clownfish Harem Tank and 52 

Weeks of Reefing, both of which gave hobbyists a new 
perspective on reefing. These series challenged some of the 
norms and allowed us to share the real lessons we learned 

through our experiences. 

2014

In an unprecidented confluence of industry leaders, Bulk Reef 
Supply joins forces with Neptune Systems and EcoTech 
Marine under Aperture Pet & Life to drive innovation in the 
reef aquarium space.

Aperture

2021

IT ALL STARTS WITH REEF CHILI

Ryan Batcheller, co-founder of Bulk Reef Supply, mixed up the 
very first multi-ingredient frozen fish and coral food that would 
soon be known as Reef Chili. The dry coral food we know today 
was developed thereafter to more easily ship the food nationwide 
via ReefChili.com.

2004

Fifteen Years of reefing


